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E: This is Candice Ellis and Diana Dombrowski on July 7, 2011 interviewing at the 

Panama Canal reunion. We are here with Bob Zumbado.  

Z: Correct. 

D: Okay. Just to start off with, when, how and why were your ancestors involved 

with the Panama Canal Zone? 

Z: Okay. The way I came to the Canal Zone was as a result of my mother’s divorce. 

Her second marriage is my stepfather who was a Canal Zone employee. So I 

came in 1946 with my sister and my mother. My stepfather is really the more 

interesting aspect of my interview because he came to the Canal Zone when he 

was about eleven or twelve in 1917 or 1918. My records aren’t clear exactly, but 

he was like eleven or twelve years old and his father was John Wallace. He quit 

whatever he was doing in Boston because evidently the labor was not available 

readily and he was looking for work. He was a seaman so he came to the Canal 

Zone thinking the canal, the ocean: ships and jobs are available. So he came 

there. I don’t have any record of where he actually worked, but I imagine he 

worked for the marine division. I’ll call out names like the marine division and the 

dredging division; people who know will understand even if you don’t know what 

those things are. But anyway, my stepdad was born in Boston and he came with 

his dad, he had two younger brothers and a sister but I don’t know if they were  
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born in Panama or if they were born in Boston and also came. I don’t have any 

records and everybody’s deceased so I have no way of checking it. Anyway, his 

mom was from Scotland and met my stepfather’s dad in Boston, got married and 

after a few years they came to the Zone…Alan Wallace is my stepfather. He said 

he really wasn’t too interested in school so he wanted to work as quickly as he 

could. So when he was about fourteen, he decided to apply for work in the canal, 

but he was too young. So he went and got an interview and I guess he lied about 

his age, so this is kind of funny: on June 2 of 1920, he was hired by the Panama 

Canal Company and assigned as a seaman for the marine division just to do 

whatever menial labor they would give him. He was hired at seventy-two dollars 

a month which was pretty big bucks in those days. That was the second of June; 

the fourth of June, two days later, they discovered he was a minor so they fired 

him [laughter]. So he struggled trying to get through school; he was an excellent 

swimmer so he did some lifeguarding at a pool down there. The government had 

a couple of hotels that they operated for the visiting dignitaries and whatnot. One 

was called the Washington Hotel and it was in the Atlantic side of the isthmus. So 

as a kid since he would swim well, he was hired on as a lifeguard and did 

training. He wanted to be a competitive swimmer, so when you couldn’t get 

official work he got recreation work as a lifeguard. He did that and struggled with 

school and on June 20, 1923 he was finally old enough at seventeen to actually 

get a job. He was hired at about the same seventy-two dollars a month working 

for the railroad as a checker. I don’t know what a checker does on the railroad  
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and he’s not alive so I can’t check it, but that job only lasted a while because he 

kept wanting to go to work with the marine division ‘cause that had to do with 

seagoing things, and canal, and water, and boats. So finally did after about a 

month. He worked with the marine division operating as a crewman on the tug 

boats. When ships approached the canal they first had to be tugged in or tugged 

out when they got through the other side. So he was a crewman on a tugboat. He 

liked that work and after a while he moved up the chain and actually became a 

tugboat captain. So by around 1938 or so, after many years as a crewman he 

became a tugboat captain, the biggest job opportunity for big bucks. As I say, he 

was never interested in schooling but he was interested in money, so he applied 

for a training program to become a pilot in in the canal. Pilots are the guys that 

took the ships through the locks. It’s about an eight-hour transit and you have to 

guide the ships through the locks. By the way if someone hasn’t told you in a 

previous interview, the Panama Canal then and I think still today is the only body 

of water where the captain of a ship must relinquish total control of the ship to the 

pilot. Any other body of water, even where there are other canals, captains don’t 

relinquish the control of the ship; he’s still the boss. On the Panama Canal, it 

belongs to the pilot. So he wanted that job because it was the big-paying job. He 

went through a training program and eventually after apprenticing for a while, or 

being a pilot in training, he was certified as a pilot and was also eligible to be a 

master of a ship, a captain of a ship anywhere in the world. So he rose up the 

chain. By the way, when he first applied for the training program as a pilot he was  
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making three hundred and fifteen dollars a month. This is 1939 and that was 

good money. He took a pay cut to about 260 a month to go into the training 

program. The payoff was that if he was qualified he would jump up in pay a great 

deal, and he did. When he finally qualified as a pilot, his pay went up went up to 

416 dollars a month. Eventually by the time he retired in 1956 he was making 

13,600 dollars. Today, you would start there at thirteen thousand. In those days, 

that was just about the top salary that anybody could earn working for the canal, 

short of being the governor and the highest administrative officials. So anyway, 

one of the stories that he used to like to tell me was that in 1923, when he first 

got hired he immediately resigned from his job because he wanted to try out for 

the United States Olympic swimming team. He was a one hundred meter 

freestyler. So they gave him a leave of absence, but they had to terminate his 

employment. I don’t know where he got the money to travel but he went to the 

States and tried out for the Olympic team. At the trials, he used to joke about it, 

he never made the Olympic team but he got to compete against some of the top 

swimmers of the day. He said he got to see a lot of Johnny Weissmuller’s butt 

[laughter]. Do you know who Johnny Weissmuller was? He was one of the first 

Tarzans on T.V.  

D: Oh [laughter] okay. 

Z: Anyways, he got to see a lot of Johnny Weissmuller’s behind because Johnny 

Weissmuller was the premier hundred meter freestyler of the day. I could never  
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really verify this story, but he said he didn’t really like Johnny Weissmuller. He 

said he’s kind of a dumb guy. But he did meet a couple of other guys that he 

enjoyed a whole lot knowing, and here’s a couple of names you’ve probably 

never heard of either, but the fellows that he met that were also competing in the 

hundred meter freestyle was a gentleman by the name of Duke Kahanamoku 

and his brother Sam. They are icons in Hawaii, especially Duke, the older 

brother. He might be considered the father of surfing as we know it today. And 

there is pictures up all over Hawaii with these big old tall wooden surfboards 

hand-cut out of trees. Anyway, he liked the Duke and Sam and even though he 

didn’t maintain a longtime friendship with them. But he enjoyed their company 

where he didn’t like Johnny. And just to check to make sure of his story a few 

years ago, thank God for the internet, I started checking the Olympics. In 1924 

this guy Johnny Weissmuller won the gold medal in the one hundred meter 

freestyle, Duke Kahanamoku was the silver medal, and his brother Sam was the 

bronze medal winner. You can check this, that’s fact. Okay, so that was one of 

his favorite stories to me— 

E: I actually worked at a swimming museum in high school and there’s a giant, 

really creep statue of Johnny Weissmuller. I would have to shut down at ten at 

night and turn all the lights out and he would just stare at me in the darkness. It 

was really strange. And there was a stuffed bobcat that when you walked by it, it 

would make a noise at you— 
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Z: That was from the Tarzan movies probably. 

E: Yeah. And so that’s my experience with him. I don’t know how I feel about him 

either [laughter]. 

Z: So anyway, that’s a little that I know about his early life and how he had a career 

as a pilot. When I came to the Zone and how I came about was, I was born in 

Costa Rica in 1936. My mother was married to a Latino, my dad, Roberto Jose 

Zumbado. They had a good marriage for a while, but I guess cultural 

differences—they got a divorce when I was about eight years old. My mother was 

kind of a lady without any training. She had one year in college but never any 

employment history. So she was kind of worried, how is she going to support two 

kids the rest of her life living in a foreign country? So she went over to the 

American embassy and when they interviewed her they found out that in the 

eight or nine years she’d been in Costa Rica she had become a linguist. She 

spoke Spanish and wrote Spanish perfectly. Of course, obviously she spoke 

English; she was a girl from Kentucky. So they hired her and after a while they 

said, you know, your abilities are beyond what we can give you as far as work 

here. You can stay and work here but we would recommend that you stay in 

Foreign Service and transfer and stay in the area of Latin America. You can 

probably get a better job in other countries. So she said, wonderful, where can I 

go? They looked around and they found a job for her with the American embassy 

in Panama. So she accepted the job and figured out, I can’t take these two kids,  
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my sister who was five years older, and my son to Panama, sight unseen of the 

country, not knowing where they’re going to live, how they are going to be 

schooled. At that point she was convinced that she wanted to, quote, 

Americanize us. Both of us spoke Spanish fluently, didn’t speak English. So in 

the meantime while she was working in the embassy in Costa Rica she met my 

stepfather Alan Wallace and a friend of his Bob King. The reason that she met 

them is Canal Zone men often would travel in those days and maybe even in the 

later years to Costa Rica because it was reputed that they had the prettiest girls 

and that that would be a way to get themselves a nice Latin American wife that 

could cook and clean and was pretty. You know, why not? But instead, my mom 

had met Alan and they struck up a friendship. So anyway, to get to the part 

where she takes me and my sister to Kentucky and deposited us with her sister 

in Central City, Kentucky to live for a little while. She said, I need to go to 

Panama, get settled in my new job, get the lay of the land, find out what I’m going 

to do with my kids, and by the way, find out where my relationship with Mr. Alan 

Wallace is going to go. So we were there, we got to Kentucky in August of 

[19]45. In December, my aunt that I was living with gets a telegram from my 

mother saying, okay, send my children down. She sent her some money and all 

and we flew down to Panama. In the meantime, she got married to Alan, so by 

then she was in the United States government conclave called the Canal Zone. 

We didn’t have to worry about going to a Latin American school for Spanish, so 

we were on our way. But let me back up. While I was in Central City, Kentucky I  
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spoke only Spanish so I was thrown into an elementary school in Central City, 

Kentucky with nothing but English-speaking kids. In those days kids weren’t 

mollycoddled to language: you were thrown in and you either learned it or you 

didn’t. So I went to school and I had to learn English and learn my studies as 

well. It was a tough time for me because as you might expect, prejudices existed 

more even then than today. So I was kind of bullied by some of the kids and 

called a little spic and señor and mister. But I took it well; I fought back and it 

wasn’t a big problem. But because I retaliated and I didn’t take any stuff from the 

other kids, I guess I gained a measure of respect and I got buddies. Kids are 

amazing, the way they communicate even when they don’t speak the same 

language. I learned English force-fed by the children, not by the education 

system, because they would teach me what things were and how to speak. They 

would teach me things like the pledge of allegiance, because in those days the 

first thing you did when school started in the first class at the beginning of the day 

is you stood up, put your hand over your heart. The flag was in the wall back by 

the teacher’s desk, and you recited the pledge of allegiance. I didn’t know. That 

was a strange ritual to me so I had the kids explain it to me, not the teacher. And 

anyway, gradually I learned English, it took me about three months from not 

speaking English to speaking with a southwestern Kentucky accent. Anyway 

we’re on the plane, we go to Panama. My sister, being older, still had more of an 

affinity towards the Costa Rican side of the family. She had gotten permission 

when the plane landed in San Jose, Costa Rica, she would get off and spend a  
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couple of weeks with her dad and I would continue on to the Canal Zone and get 

introduced to my new world. When I got to Panama, there had been a mix-up in 

the telegrams between my sister and my mother. Mom wasn’t expecting me ‘til 

the following day. So I arrive in Panama with nobody to meet me, eight years old, 

little pin-striped suit. I was a little worried but I could speak Spanish so I spoke to 

the people there at the airport and they directed me to a cab stand. I got a cab 

driver and I said, will you take me to the American Embassy, in Spanish. And I 

said, I only have this much money, I showed him what I had and he said, that’s 

not enough. I said, well, don’t worry my mother works for the American Embassy. 

She has got plenty of money; she’ll pay you. So he said okay and took me and 

deposited me at the embassy, waited for me to get my mother to pay him. So the 

marine guard at the embassy was very helpful. I fell in love with the Marine Corps 

immediately because he was so good to me. And he took care of the cab driver, 

paid him, took me inside the embassy, called my mother on the intercom. I 

waited in the lobby and she comes out of the elevator into the lobby and I was in 

tears I was so happy to see my mother after all these years. She starts to laugh. I 

had spoken to her, I don’t know what I said in greeting, but she starts to laugh 

and I bawled even more. Mom, I haven’t seen you in a long time, why are you 

laughing at me? And so she explained, well the last time I saw you, you spoke 

only Spanish and now you’re talking like a little hillbilly [laughter]. So after that I 

stopped laughing and anyway that’s how I came to be in the Canal Zone. 
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E: Great. We can move on to the second question.  

Z: Yeah, the second question was about living conditions. Well, again, I lived in the 

Zone from 1946 through 1955 or third grade through high school graduation. The 

system of assigning quarters was by position, status, longevity on the job, so the 

question kind of asks for a comparison of the housing. Well I guess kids don’t 

think of it. A house is a house. I was happy wherever we lived especially having 

the conditions of the situation that I had. So one thing was that none of the 

houses were air-conditioned but they were designed to take advantage of natural 

ventilation. There were screens and the windows had louvers that you could 

open and close for the rain. But we were never really conscious, or at least I 

don’t remember being conscious of the heat. If it got too hot you just went outside 

or you just accepted it. Air conditioning was something that you rarely saw except 

maybe in a government office building, and even then most of the buildings down 

there were not air-conditioned. But the houses were all comfortable. I lived on a 

house on a street called Morgan Avenue the first house I lived in. It was built on 

the side of a hill and they were up on square, concrete pillars or stilts. Interesting 

thing is, at the base about six inches from the ground at the base was a metal 

shield all around the pole to keep rodents and bugs from crawling up the pillars 

and into the house. I noticed once there was some green potter around the base 

of the pillars. I asked about that and my stepdad explained, that’s a product 

called Paris Green and it’s a poison. It’s there to kill bugs even before they try to  
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come up and also rodents. Well Paris Green was a very dangerous substance 

that actually was harmful to pets and could have been harmful to humans, so 

over time the health department would come around and sprinkle all the bases of 

all the pillars of all the houses and all the office buildings. But over time when it 

was determined that the stuff was too dangerous for humans, it was outlawed or 

banned from use. So I never heard of a human ingesting it and being hurt but 

often a pet would get very sick or die from it, sniffing and licking it. So the tropics 

are full of bugs of all kinds. You’ve probably heard stories of the combating of 

malaria in the building time of the canal. One of the other weapons they had to 

kill the mosquitos to protect people against malaria was a product called DDT. 

DDT was sprayed throughout the housing areas periodically. Maybe once every 

three or four months, a truck would come around with a machine that just 

spewed the stuff like a billowing white cloud. We didn’t know it was harmful to 

humans; the kids would get on their bikes and chase that truck all around the 

neighborhood and try to get as close to it as possible and breathe all that junk in. 

Well, over time it was discovered that it could be harmful to humans. So DDT 

was outlawed and we no longer had to worry about that. But I know in recent 

years, probably within the last decade, there have been some studies done about 

the effects on people who years ago were exposed to DDT for long periods of 

time. I don’t know how many former Zonians of my age or thereabouts were 

interviewed or examined, but we would all be good subjects for such a study 

because, like I said, we deliberately went after it and sucked it into our lungs. I  
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don’t think I had any aftereffect so I’m not worried about it. But anyway, the 

elementary school was just down the hill from where I lived. One of the questions 

was, I don’t know if I’m getting ahead of myself, it’s about how I got to school. 

Well, that school I walked to because it was less than a quarter mile down the 

hill. As I progressed in the grades and also as my dad got promoted or got more 

longevity in his job, he was eligible to select houses so we moved to different 

quarters. In the ten years I was there, I think we moved six different times and 

each time elevated the style and quality of the home we had; none of them were 

still ever air conditioned. Anyway, most of the time I walked, there were times 

when I took the school bus. As I got into high school we drove bikes to school. It 

wasn’t like today where every other kid has a car, sometimes better than the 

teacher [laughter]. So I never actually had a car but senior year I had a motor 

scooter. That was a great mode of transportation. You could buy these and they 

were made by a company called Cushman. In the States those scooters were 

used in industrial complexes to get from warehouses from one to another. In the 

Zone we got them as modes of transportation, so I had one of those and that’s 

how I got to and from school most of the time. I did wonder at some point as I got 

older why people had different houses, and I kind of covered that already, but my 

dad said, well you, young man, are not to draw any meaning of the fact that we 

have better houses than some of your friends or that somebody is not as good as 

somebody else because of the assignment. It has nothing to do with the quality 

of the person it has only to do with their longevity, maybe the status of their job if  
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they have a high job or a lower job, but don’t assume anything about it. It’s just 

the way it is. Sometimes families get assigned just by the luck of the draw: a 

house becomes available just as they come and they get put into it right away. 

So I learned very quickly not to treat people prejudicially based on how they 

lived. Everybody made decent salaries so there was no real upper class and 

there were no poor people in the American conclave. Okay, so, what were my 

experiences in grade school, high school and college? Well like I said, when I 

came to the Zone I went through all this trauma of learning a language and then 

coming from a broken home. In a space of six months I lived in three different 

countries, with three different families, learned a new language, exposed to a 

new culture—Latin American culture is considerably different than the American 

culture. So I was kind of in a state of, what the hell is going on in my life? Well my 

first experiences in the elementary school were wonderful. I loved Balboa 

Elementary School. I loved it because everybody was so friendly and the 

teachers were all so nice, and to top it off by then I spoke English well so I didn’t 

have any problem understanding or making friends. So I really had wonderful 

experiences there and also the teachers there were good quality teachers. I can’t 

verify this but I heard at one point in order to get a job as a school teacher down 

there a teacher had to already have three years of experience. In the upper 

grades in high school and junior high, they had to have three years of experience 

and a master’s degree just to get a job there. So we had good, quality teachers; 

not to demean anybody but we didn’t have any rookies that were just starting in  
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their careers. So that was definitely a plus. School there was much like school is 

today, I suppose. But in the Latin American school where I started the first and 

second grade, its serious business. There is not a lot of nonsense: they don’t do 

plays and they don’t sing at Christmas time and have a Christmas programs and 

all that stuff. It was just go to school, learn your ABC’s and go home. Well, in the 

Canal Zone, very Americanized, it was different. We celebrated the holidays, we 

learned cultural things about the Panamanians as well as our own culture, and 

we learned about our forefathers and all this good stuff. Patriotism was a very in 

thing. So besides the regular studies, I was in heaven. I thought everything was 

happy. So anyway, that was kind of my experience. The other thing is in Latin 

America—and also in Kentucky but that was a short span—schools were 

segregated, only boys and only girls. I was in heaven in the Canal Zone because 

for the first time in my life I had girl friends, I don’t mean in a romantic sense but it 

was great. Except for my sister I didn’t know any girls so that was kind of really 

heaven. After a while, girl friends could become girlfriends [laughter]. So that was 

my experience there as far as the schooling. Sports and recreation were big in 

the Canal Zone; we had a lot of programs. Let me first tell you a little bit and go 

back to my elementary school days. At the bottom of the street, when I went and 

walked to school on Morgan Avenue, the very last building just before you got to 

the school had been a residence, but at some point it was converted to the office 

of the American Red Cross. Unlike all the other houses on the street, underneath 

the house where it stood on pillars, it was just dirt. All the others had pavement  
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and carports, so people could bring their cars under. That one was nothing but 

dirt. Kids would go to school early, the boys mostly, so they could play marbles. 

That was a great place to play marbles: that dirt was never muddy ‘cause it was 

covered by the house so the rain didn’t affect it. So that was my first experience 

with gambling. You could play for funs or for keeps. Keeps meant that if you won 

you kept the other kids marbles or if you lost he kept them. So it didn’t take too 

long for me to learn that gambling wasn’t a good idea because there came a 

point where Mom and Dad wouldn’t buy me anymore marbles [laughter]. Let’s 

see—okay, sports. Every community, there were different housing communities 

and townships and almost all of them either had or had very nearby a 

gymnasium, a swimming pool, tennis courts. So there were a lot of sports that 

you could do on your own but also they were very well-organized. They had the 

children, for after school, organized by age groups. The younger kids were a D 

League then the older were a C League and then a B League for the young 

teams. After that, you either made the varsity schools for sports teams or you 

played in adult leagues. They had a lot of adult leagues in bowling, softball, 

baseball, basketball. So there was always something to keep you busy, keep you 

off the streets. You got to understand that there was no private industry there in 

the Canal Zone, so kids couldn’t get work. There were a couple of jobs; you 

could be a theater usher or you could get a paper route and deliver papers. That 

was it. There were no stores where you could apply to be a store clerk or 

anything like that. The league thing was very well-organized; adults volunteered  
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to coach so we were always well supervised. So let me get on to the next 

question about experiences about playing sports in high school or junior college. 

Yeah, I was a track guy. I ran on the school track team for about three years, but 

the competition was very limited. There was only two high schools: Balboa on the 

Pacific side and Cristobal High school on the Atlantic and there was a junior 

college. Nowadays people that are much younger than I might refer to it as Canal 

Zone College. Eventually it did become a college. In those days it was a two-year 

junior college. So the competition was limited. One track event a year was called 

the Balboa Relays and it was the only time where we could compete against the 

schools and the junior college, but also the military bases could enter teams in 

that one annual event. We like that because we were able to compete against 

servicemen. The army would a team, the marines, the navy base, and we found 

that we did very well against them. So it was like great competition and we took 

great pride in being able to beat twenty and twenty-five year olds. So that was a 

good thing, but prior to the actual track season beginning while we were in the 

training mode, our coach, a wonderful fellow named John Fawcett, he came up 

with a great idea. He was always innovative and he wanted us to be exposed to 

more competition in age group, other high schools in other words. There was no 

budget for us to travel to the States or for schools in the States to travel to 

compete with us. It was unheard of in those days. But what he did, he came from 

California and he had some friends of his that were also coaches and they 

communicated and decided to do something they called, Telegraphic Meets.  
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What we would do is we would set a date and on the same date a school in I 

remember a town called Chula Vista in California, and another one called 

Redlands. We competed against those two and on the same day they would run 

all their events like a practice track meet against each other. They would run the 

hundred yards, and the two hundred-twenty, and the quarter mile, and the mile, 

and they’d throw the shot, and the high jump, all the events. And then they would 

telegraph the results through our coach. In the meantime, we did the same thing 

on our track. We would telegraph our results to them and they would compare 

the times. Then they would have a print out of, Balboa High School Bobby 

Zumbado won the hundred and Johnny Smith from Chula Vista was second. We 

had first, second and third place comparing and we would add the points and 

figure out who won the meet. So it was really an innovative thing to do in those 

days. That gave us more competition with peer groups, same age, same grades 

kind of thing, high school. So anyway, Coach Fawcett was really a great, 

innovative guy. I loved track but baseball it my first love. I wasn’t quite good 

enough to make the high school team and that really tore me a little bit. But there 

was an adult league called the Twilight League, and these were adult workers 

that some of them were really good ball players. Because there weren’t enough 

people to comprise all the teams, each of these teams was allowed to have up to 

three teenage kids. So I made one of those teams. It was a team sponsored by a 

local distillery in Panama called Womack Whiskey and we had nice uniforms with 

Womack Whiskey across the back. And I played second base for that team for a  
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couple of years. It was really fun because I got to compete against my high 

school, get a little retribution that way and we beat them a couple times. But what 

was interesting is the distillery sponsored it and the adult players on the team, if 

they played well on a particular night, were rewarded with a little bit of product, 

booze.  [laughter] I couldn’t accept it; I was fifteen or sixteen years old and plus I 

didn’t drink anyway. But they did have a program where if a player performed 

well, for example, if you got three base hits in a single game, they gave them a 

little stub or coupon and you could get a free spaghetti dinner at a local 

restaurant. I did that a couple of times against the high schools which was really 

nice because they were my crew, but they cut me from the team so I could beat 

them and get a little revenge. 

D: [Laughter] Yeah.  

Z: So that was that. But there were a lot of sports where adults competed. It wasn’t 

just the kids. They had after-hours volleyball in the gyms and they had bowling 

leagues. So anyway, that is the extent of my exposure to sports. Football I didn’t 

play because I was a slight kid, a hundred fifteen pounds or so, a hundred 

twenty, until I was a senior. But my mom and dad were fearful of me getting 

injured so they wouldn’t let me play. The difference was that most families had a 

parent at home because it was a time when only one parent could work for the 

government. My mother didn’t work for the government in the Canal Zone; she 

was in the American Embassy which is an entirely different jurisdiction. She  
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worked in Panama. So both my mom and dad worked which gave me a lot of 

unsupervised time. So in my freshman year I played football for the junior varsity. 

The only thing is, the Canal Zone is a very close-knit community: everybody 

knows everybody, the adults kind of watched over the kids. So somehow Mom 

and Dad found out that I played football and that ended any possibility of my ever 

playing football again. They made me quit the J.V. and that was it. But I still loved 

it and I used to love to go to the football games on Friday nights because one of 

the cheerleaders was the love of my life so I would go to stare at her. And in later 

life, she went one way, I went another, got married, had children, 1985 after our 

divorces we got together again. So now when I wake up in the morning and I go 

to bed at night I get to stare at the love of my life again [laughter]. My little 

cheerleader. 

E: Oh, my gosh. That is so romantic. 

Z: And that is why I was hoping she would get in and do her interview. Okay, so we 

are going to hobbies. Well I guess I read a lot. I read some of the famous 

novelists of my youth and historical novelists like Mark Twain, and Robert Louis 

Stevenson, Zane Grey, and Edgar Rice Burroughs—he’s the guy that wrote the 

Tarzan books—Edgar Allan Poe, a guy named C.S. Forester who used to write 

the seagoing stories about Captain Hornblower. And that was kind of what I did. 

The other hobbies that I had were hiking in the jungle looking for weird animals 

which there are a lot of down there, and spending time on the beaches not to  
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swim but to look at the girls [laughter]. And my dad, he had the big hobby. He 

would buy a yacht in great disrepair and his thing was rebuild it, get it into 

beautiful shape, sell it, and then buy another one. And he would tell me, look Bob 

we’re going to fix this one up and then we are going on fishing trips. You can 

bring your friends on the boat. It never happened because the minute he got it 

fixed and seaworthy, he would sell it [laughter]. So I got a little frustrated with 

never getting to go on the boats, just a few times. But the good side of it was that 

he paid me for my work, a quarter an hour. And that was my way of getting my 

allowance and spending money for movies and dates and whatnot. So that was 

pretty much it. But the Canal Zone was more of a place where kids just spent 

their time outdoors. I tried stamp collecting for a while, but I spent more time 

looking out of the window for something to do. So that was basically the hobbies. 

Memories of the Panama Railroad, the Panama Line steamship, charter flights—I 

don’t remember any charter flights. But the Panama Line, there was a reward if 

the employees of the canal once every two years could take a vacation to the 

States on the Panama Line ships and they didn’t pay anything. They paid 

something, they paid taxes or excise fees or something but they didn’t pay any 

regular passenger fees. It was very cheap. So we went to the States a couple of 

times on the Panama Line ships. 

[Interruption in interview] 
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Z: Okay so the Panama ships. My experience as a teenager was they were great 

fun for romance. That’s what we did, we met girls, and went to the parties, and 

tried to sneak into the bars even though we were minors. They were just a great 

experience. There was a time when the ships would leave Panama and go 

directly to New York, but at one point they changed the route and they go from 

New York to Haiti, Port-au-Prince, and then to New York. And that was kind of 

fun because we would get to get off at Port-au-Prince. They would stop there for 

half a day and we could get off the ship and walk around the island a little bit and 

see a little bit of a slightly different culture in Haiti, and then get back on and go to 

New York. And from New York then we would go to different places. Since I had 

family in Kentucky sometimes my family would go to Kentucky to visit my aunt 

that I stayed with when I was a little kid I mentioned earlier. And sometimes we 

would just take trips to see things. We went to Washington D.C., the Smithsonian 

Institute, typical vacation things, and eventually go back to New York, catch the 

ship, and come back home. But it was a very kind of luxurious vacation, yet it 

was very cheap so that was pretty nice. The railroad in Panama was interesting 

because the only time we as children used it, the kids, when you went from 

Balboa to Cristobal to the football or baseball games or the track meets. That’s 

how we traveled, on the railroad train, and then come back after the event was 

over on the same train and get off and go home. Football season, again, was the 

most important thing because we would go to Cristobal for the football games—

most of the student body would go as spectators—and we’d load up the train and  
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get off at Mount Hope Stadium in Cristobal, watch the game. We would leave like 

at six-fifteen in the evening, daylight. Not much going on in the train except 

singing and having a good time. We’d come back after the game, pitch dark. The 

trains I don’t think were lighted and if they were lighted it wasn’t very bright and 

they’d turn them down. So that was another opportunity to learn about the fairer 

sex [laughter]. A lot of nooky went on and I imagine there are some marriages 

that came as a result of romances on the train. The big sin in those days was 

sneaking a beer or a cigarette and that was a good time to try to bring it aboard. 

Because the conductors kind of walked up and down, they just left the kids alone. 

There was too many kids to try to affect any kind of discipline unless somebody 

got really rowdy and troublesome. So those are my experiences on the train. 

D: That sounds fun [laughter]. 

Z: Holidays were I guess traditional, just like it is the United States. We celebrated 

all the traditional holidays—Christmas, Thanksgiving, Halloween—in the same 

manner that they were celebrated in the States. What was interesting about 

Christmas was that, of course, it’s the tropics and it’s hot. You wouldn’t expect 

Evergreens to grow there and they didn’t. But we imported them from the United 

States. Early in December as soon as the word got out that the Christmas trees 

had arrived in the commissary, families would rush to the loading docks and try 

to pick out the best tree that they could buy and take it home. And just like people 

do here in the States we would set the tree up in the house. Everybody would  
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buy Christmas tree lights at the commissary and decorate their trees with lead 

stencil. I don’t know if you see lead stencil now, icicles.  

D: Oh okay. 

Z: But they are kind of made out of plastic. The lead ones that that used to make 

hung real nice. They were heavy and they hung very straight and beautiful. So 

we would decorate the trees and some of the people would go caroling, very 

much the same as in the States. And of course, we had traditional Christmas 

presents under the tree and get up Christmas morning and enjoy your presents. 

The best thing about Christmas was that long after the holidays, the trees would 

really dry up and they were a fire hazard, even as they are today. But in order to 

reduce the load on the people that collected the garbage, what we used to do 

with the Christmas trees is we would collect them in somebody’s yard or in an 

area and save the big piles of Christmas trees. Sometime around the middle of 

January, every community, every neighborhood would have a Christmas tree 

burn. Now what this was, everybody that collected these trees would bring them 

to this open field and there would be volunteer firemen to supervise, or maybe an 

official guy in his uniform with a fire engine close by. We would have hot dog 

roasts, and marshmallows, and potato chips, and Cokes, and we would sing 

around this big bonfire. We kept feeding the bonfire with trees because they go 

up very quickly. It was like a big party. It was very interesting; I never heard of 

anything like that done in the United States. But leading up to the Christmas tree  
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burn, what would happen sometimes, and I have to admit me and some friends 

were as likely to do it as any others, we would locate where somebody’s stash of 

trees were in another neighborhood and sneak over in the middle of the night 

and steal them and bring them to our community and increase the size of our 

stash to make the fire bigger and brighter and last longer. One night, five of us 

actually made a big deal of it. We got stuff on our faces, camouflage, wore dark 

clothes. Around midnight we snuck up to this guy’s house where he was saving 

the trees for his neighborhood and he had them wired together with cable. He 

drilled holes in the trunks and had them all wired together. So we brought our 

little wire cutters and we sneaked down the hill in the back of his house and we 

were getting ready to start stealing the trees and the next thing you know lights 

go on and he comes out with a big flashlight: what the hell are you doing? Get 

out! The mistake was that this guy’s name was Blades. He was Officer Blades; 

he was a Canal Zone policeman. Big mistake. Of course we all booked, we just 

as fast as we could all four of us. One of my friends, Mike Carpenter, when the 

officer hollered, stop! He stopped [laughter]. And of course, he got in all kinds of 

trouble. But to his credit, he didn’t squeal on me and my buddies Larry and Lee 

Cotton, and Paul Glassman. We got away with it and he never told on us. But 

anyway, that’s just a small bit of chicanery that we got involved in, stealing 

Christmas trees. 

D: I’m glad you didn’t get shipped away [laughter]. 
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Z: So let me see—I think I’ve covered how we got the trees, they were shipped from 

the states and then transported from where they were delivered in Cristobal on 

the train to Balboa. Okay, I talked about the events leading up to the burn and 

getting caught doing that. Conditions where we worked. Well, I never worked 

there full-time; I did have a job the summer of 1955. The administrative building 

had the accounting department and the other department’s headquarters and 

they offered student jobs to high school seniors if they wanted it. That was the 

first job I ever had. It paid big bucks: a dollar and a quarter an hour. In those days 

that was pretty big money. It was only for eight weeks and I really enjoyed 

working there except it was kind of boring. I was in the accounting department 

and I worked for a young lady named Kolb, K-o-l-b. She was nice but her duty 

was to bring me my work. She would bring me a stack of invoices about a foot or 

two high and she told me what to do with them. Each invoice had a cover letter, 

or reconciliation sheet she called them, and I was to operate the adding machine 

and add figures and put the totals on each cover sheet, pile them over here, and 

at the end of the day she would check them. Now I had a machine about this big; 

it was an adding machine about two feet long and about ten inches high, with a 

crank and push buttons, very electro-mechanical. It would do not even as much 

of the work as today’s hand calculator does. It was strictly adding, subtracting, 

and multiplication that was about it. But anyway, at the end of the day she would 

check my work and she always seemed satisfied. But it was just boring drudgery. 

The best part about the job was the dollar and a quarter an hour, the next best  
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part was the coffee break in the morning at ten o’clock. They gave you fifteen 

minutes to go down to the basement cafeteria of the administrative building with 

all the other employees there. You got to meet adults in the workplace. And of 

course, they would talk to us about, what are you going to do with your life? Are 

you gonna stay here and work? No way. I took my job there for eight weeks and 

when I quit the job I went to Gainesville to go to the University of Florida and got 

my degree there. 

D: Yes, all right. 

Z: [laughter] So, I can’t tell you much about work conditions since I didn’t. The one 

thing I can tell you, my step-father was a canal pilot and that was an interesting 

job because it was not an eight-to-five job. You were on call. Whenever a ship 

needed to be guided through the canal, a pilot would get called. Generally it was 

in the day but sometimes you could get called in the wee hours of the morning. 

You’d go and get on the pilot’s launch and take him out to the ship and bring the 

ship into the canal. When he got to the other side from—we lived in Balboa most 

of the time—so when he got to Cristobal, what they call a jitney, which is nothing 

more than an automobile with a driver, would bring him back to the house about 

an hour and a half drive. So he was gone sometimes regular hours but 

sometimes he’d have a day or two off before the next transit, sometimes he’d 

have three or four transits in a row. So his hours were irregular. That’s why I told 

you that because both my parents worked, I had a lot of unsupervised time, and  
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its true but other times I didn’t know what his schedule was. When I thought I 

could get away with something and do something I wasn’t supposed to do or go 

someplace I wasn’t supposed to go, that would be the day he was off. [Laughter] 

So I had to cancel a whole lot of my misbehaving plans. Anyway, that’s basically 

all I can tell you about working conditions there. Experiences in the war—well, I 

wasn’t there during World War II, I got there just after the war was over so I don’t 

have too many experiences there. I left in 1955 to go to university, so I missed 

the riots of 1959 and 1964. I wasn’t there for the signing of the treaty so there’s 

not much I can tell you there. As far as my feelings, which is the next question, I 

had mixed feelings about that. I kind of always felt that a turnover of the canal 

back to Panama was an inevitable thing, but I was a little upset that President 

Carter kind of accelerated the process. I had hoped that it would run its course to 

the full original plan which was ninety-nine years’ lease or in perpetuity, which 

means that they would renew the lease. I figured we would run the canal forever, 

but in my heart I knew that wasn’t going to happen and it didn’t. So I was upset 

but a lot of people still hate Jimmy Carter for it. I can’t say I hated him, but maybe 

if I had lived and had a career and worked there I would be one of those. But I 

just figured it was something that sooner or later would happen and it did. So 

how did we interface with the military? Well, this is kind of interesting. The 

military dependents went to school in the Canal Zone. Since that time that I was 

a kid, the military bases developed elementary schools and junior highs, but 

when I was there they all went to Balboa or Cristobal or the junior high in Balboa.  
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So it was kind of exciting. At the end of every summer vacation, going to school 

was wondering, who are the new children that have come to military duty? Who 

are the new kids that we’re gonna meet? In those days communications wasn’t 

like it is today, the internet and live cable television all over the world. You didn’t 

know what was going on in the United States. We were maybe a year and a half 

behind the latest fads, what the kids were wearing, what the good music was, 

what the movies were that the kids in the States were enjoying. But when 

September came around and school started, we get to meet the new kids. And 

just by seeing them we knew, hey we don’t wear that kind of clothes. So we 

would try to emulate them and learn how to dress the way the kids did or get the 

haircuts. I don’t know if you remember the D.A. haircuts. D.A. is Duck’s Ass.  

D: Oh yeah, okay [laughter]. 

Z: That was a big fad, though. We were two years behind that but once we started 

seeing military dependents enrolled in our school wearing those things, a lot of 

us had to teach our local barbers how to do that so we could get those haircuts. 

So that was kind of fun, and of course the girls loved to know what the music was 

and what the clothing was. So that was how we interfaced with the military, 

through the dependents. There was another way: some of the canal employees 

depending on the level of job—my dad was a canal pilot so he was pretty high up 

in the pecking order of jobs, and I don’t know where the cutoff was—but certain 

of the higher-paid jobs were allowed to have privileges to go on the military  
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bases and freely move about, drive cars in, use the officers club at the golf 

courses and things. My dad was in that position, but I never took advantage of it. 

I had privileges on the bases too as a dependent, but anything that you could get 

on a military base you could get in the Zone so I didn’t see much of an advantage 

of that. But the adults did enjoy it because the officers club was kind of a social 

center for activities for adults so Mom and Dad used to go to the officers club a 

lot. But other than that I didn’t have too much interface with the military. When I 

got out of the university I joined the Marine Corps and I had tried a million times 

to get assigned in the marine barracks in the canal, but I was never fortunate 

enough to get that assignment…We kind of covered that.  

E: That was great.  

Z: That’s pretty much it. 

E: That was really thorough and helpful. 

D: Yeah. 

Z: Well I would love to entertain any questions that you might have for me and I’ll 

give you this paper. 

E: Yeah that’d be best. I’m trying to think even of what wasn’t covered. I mean, that 

was very thorough. 
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Z: What I can tell you, just generally, we—when I say we I’m talking about kids that 

graduated from high school anywhere from 1950 to even as late as 1966—that 

was the heyday of the Canal Zone. That was when everything was at its best. 

Even, today those of us that went to school during those times still get together, 

not just here for the Canal Zone Society reunion, but the high schools have many 

reunions within this overall reunion. And we’ve maintained friendships; I still have 

many of my buddies that I communicate with. It’s just a really close organization.  

E: Are you able to get there often? 

Z: No. I went back in 1990, just after Operation Just Cause when they ousted 

Noriega. I went down there then just to see it. Joe Wood, I think you may have 

interviewed him and if not you probably will, he was a very high official. He was a 

number two man in the canal at that time. He’s a classmate of mine from high 

school. So we went down to visit him and his family and he had arranged for me 

and my wife to have temporary quarters. My wife’s first husband also lived there 

in Panama. He was not a Panamanian, he’s an American, but he lived and 

worked in Panama, not for the United States government but a private practice. 

She still had kids down there so we went down there to see her family and my 

old friends and we spent about a month there. It was kind of sad because by then 

the turnover had begun, and some of the neighborhoods of the Canal Zone had 

already been turned over and the Panamanian government had not yet figured 

out what to do with them. The houses and some of the buildings were in  
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disrepair, had been vandalized, and it was kind of sad to drive through some of 

my old neighborhoods and see the damage that was done. Not serious, just 

vandals. 

E: Yeah. 

Z: So that was kind of sad because we remember it as like a paradise. And then 

about a year after that I went back again with my wife. Her daughter got married 

and she had her wedding down there, so we went down there for the wedding. 

But other than that I really haven’t been back there, and at this point have no 

desire to go back.  

E: All right, well, thank you. 

Z: You’re welcome. 

E: Thank you so much that was great.  

D: Yeah it was very comprehensive, thank you!  

Z: You’re welcome. 

[End of Interview] 
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